THE GREAT SEAL WITH THE ANCIENT MOORISH PYRAMID IS NOT AN ALBION EUROPEAN SYMBOL OF THE ILLUMINATI

THE MOORISH GREAT SEAL

The Moorish Great Seal is not a secret society illuminati symbol. Secrecy; fear, and distortions were deliberately made to distract the masses from the true Aboriginal Moorish Great Seal as the principal seat in government and to keep a cover up of the Moorish people's connection with them; as with the Moors stolen birthright and inheritance to the land of the Americans inherited from our true Fore-Mothers and Fore-Fathers for which the Albion European is currently unlawfully occupying. The Albion European lied countlessly claiming to have transported 15 million African; so-called slaves, without any interruption; when in fact; during that time-frame (between the 1500s and 1800s); the Moorish Empire/Government was collecting high tributes from them; seizing European ships, and taking their citizens for high ransom for trespassing which made the massive trans-Atlantic slave-trade impossible! The political motive for such lies is the theft of Moorish birthright to aboriginal American lands that Rome divided up to be stolen in 1492. The servants that were claimed to have been transported by ship from Africa was only being transported to another part of Africa since the Americas are in fact; the extreme far West Africa/Amexem. Therefore, those so-called servant-slaves never left their own homeland. Tactics used by the European colonist and inquisitionists to make it easier to steal Moorish land by tricking Aboriginal Moors into thinking they were from somewhere else and suppressing the lawful status of Moors - does not hold water.

Nationality Ends Colorable Law and Colonialism in the Americas / Al Morocco

This sword on the Ancient Moorish Pyramid insignia and on the fezzes of the European Freemasons depict the subjugation of our people (Mothers) through the incarceration and killing off of our men (Sons) that would normally protect the women, and then keeping our women under their control. Once the Moorish Women are under control; the entire Moorish nation (Mothers and Sons=Masons) is under control because it is the mother that teaches both the male and female child which is why churches are filled with female Moors being indoctrinated through European literature filled with hidden and distorted history that women readily 'believe' without question of truth - which is the indoctrination and abomination.
MOORS ARE THE DESCENDANTS OF THE ANCIENT DOMINIONS AND WE ARE ALREADY AT HOME WHERE AS ALBION EUROPEANS ARE NOT ABORIGINAL TO ANY LAND FOR WHICH THEY HAVE USURPED EVERYTHING AND EVERYWHERE THEY STEP FOOT

MOORCCAN ARCHITECTURE IN: AL-MOROC /The AMERICAS /AFRICA /AMEXEM

1776, The European declared their independence; between this date and 1789 the United States of America Corporation was founded.

1777, The Sultan of the Moroccan Empire recognized the United States Incorporated, while Congress sought Moorish protection and recognition because Moors were seizing their ships. These were major events in history – yet not in the school’s history books because they do not want the truth to be known.

1789, December 1, George Washington wrote a letter that thanked The Sultan of the Moroccan Empire for recognizing the United States Corporation and for the pre-existing business contract/ Treaty of Peace and Friendship which is the longest standing and unbroken treaty in the world – yet this great event is not in our school’s history books because they do not want the truth to be known.
TRUTH MUST BE UNCOVERED AND TOLD FOR THE WORLD TO BE FREE OF COLONIALISM WHICH IS A CANCER THAT MUST BE CUT OUT IN ORDER FOR PEOPLE TO LIVE IN LOVE, TRUTH, PEACE, FREEDOM, AND JUSTICE

~ PEACE AND LOVE ~